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Innovative and robust photosensitisation materials play a cardinal role in advancing the combined effort

towards efficient solar energy harvesting. Here, we demonstrate the photocathode functionality of

a Metal–Organic Framework (MOF) featuring cofacial pairs of photo- and electro-active 1,4,5,8-

naphthalenediimide (NDI) ligands, which was successfully applied to markedly reduce the overpotential

required for CO2 reduction to CO by a well-known rhenium molecular electrocatalyst. Reduction of

[Cd(DPNDI)(TDC)]n (DPNDI ¼ N,N0-di(4-pyridyl)-1,4,5,8-naphthalenediimide, H2TDC ¼ thiophene-2,5-

dicarboxylic acid) to its mixed-valence state induces through-space Intervalence Charge Transfer (IVCT)

within cofacial DPNDI units. Irradiation of the mixed-valence MOF in the visible region generates

a DPNDI photoexcited radical monoanion state, which is stabilised as a persistent species by the inherent

IVCT interactions and has been rationalised using Density Functional Theory (DFT). This photoexcited

radical monoanion state was able to undergo charge transfer (CT) reduction of the rhenium molecular

electrocatalyst to effect CO generation at a lower overpotential than that required by the discrete

electrocatalyst itself. The exploitation of cofacial MOFs opens new directions for the design philosophy

behind light harvesting materials.
The development of photocathode materials for CO2 reduction
and hydrogen evolution catalyses has traditionally focussed on
photosensitising transition metal complexes or nanostructured
solid state semiconductors.1,2 At the nascent frontier between
robust solid state semiconductors and synthetically protean
metal complexes are photo-/electro-active Metal–Organic
Frameworks (MOFs) that consolidate the exibility of homoge-
neous systems into the robust heterogeneous phase.3 Con-
trasting with reported MOF examples, natural photosynthesis
remains one of the most efficient light harvesting systems.4 One
common reaction centre adopted in photosynthesis features
a redox-active cofacial dimer of chlorophyll pigmentmolecules.5

This cofacial moiety stabilises the photoexcited charge sepa-
rated state through intra-dimer Intervalence Charge Transfer
(IVCT) interactions, enabling the trapping and conversion of
light to chemical energy. Recently, we characterised IVCT
interactions upon reduction to the mixed-valence state in the
MOF [Zn2(TDC)2(DPPTzTz)2]n (DPPTzTz ¼ 2,5-bis(4-(4-pyridyl)
phenyl)thiazolo[5,4-d]thiazole and H2TDC ¼ thiophene-2,5-
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dicarboxylic acid) featuring cofacial dimers of the thiazolo-
thiazole redox-active core, and probed its structure–activity
dependence computationally and experimentally.6–9 Subse-
quently, we sought design a newMOF featuring cofacial pairs of
the photo- and redox-active N,N0-di(4-pyridyl)-1,4,5,8-
naphthalenediimide (DPNDI) ligand, as a conceptually
neoteric photosensitiser for incorporation into systems relevant
towards articial photosynthesis.

The naphthalene diimide (NDI) core was selected for its
photoactive radical monoanion state.10 For a number of discrete
systems, Wasielewski and coworkers have computationally and
experimentally demonstrated the ability to photoexcite the
easily accessible NDI radical monoanion using visible light,
facilitating its transient photoelectrochemical reduction of Re
based catalytic CO2 reduction sites.2,11–14 Recently, Goswami
et al. synthesised a Zr NDI-based MOF, applying this as a radical
state heterogeneous photosensitiser to decompose
dichloromethane.15

Here, we describe the synthesis of a new photo- and redox-
active MOF [Cd(DPNDI)(TDC)]n, denoted csiMOF-6 (cofacial
stacked IVCT), featuring cofacial dimers of the DPNDI ligand.
Cofacial DPNDI MOFs have been reported previously by Taka-
shima et al.16 and Sikdar et al.,17 where guest dependent charge
transfer (CT) and neutral state photoexcitation behaviours were
examined. Dinolfo et al. also incorporated DPNDI into
a rhenium based cofacial complex, where its mixed-valence
IVCT behaviour was probed using electrochemical and
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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spectroelectrochemical (SEC) techniques.18 We envisaged that
the cofacial NDI units in csiMOF-6 would stabilise its photo-
excited radical monoanion state by IVCT interactions, akin to
cofacial moieties in natural photosynthsesis processes. This
strengthens the persistence of the NDI photoexcited radical
monoanion state, thereby improving its efficacy at photo-
electrochemical reduction of catalytically active sites. Effec-
tiveness of the cofacial design principle behind csiMOF-6
photocathodes was veried using a combined experimental and
computational approach. The successful photocathode perfor-
mance of csiMOF-6 under broad band visible light irradiation
encompassed its photoelectrochemical reduction of the
[Re(bipy-tBu)(CO)3Cl] (bipy-tBu ¼ 4,40-di-tert-butyl-2,20-bipyr-
idine, developed by Smieja et al.19) CO2 reduction electro-
catalyst, resulting in CO generation at reduced overpotential
requirements.
Results and Discussion

The crystal structure of csiMOF-6 was solved and rened in the
orthorhombic space group Pbam with unit cell parameters of
a ¼ 12.8322(3), b ¼ 19.9878(3), c ¼ 20.0440(5) Å. The solvent
accessible void space was calculated using PLATON20 to
comprise 55% of the total volume. csiMOF-6 is constructed of
2D sheets of TDC co-ligands and CdII nodes extending within
the a,b-plane and pillared along the c-axis by dimeric cofacial
units of DPNDI, which is similar to other cofacial MOFs re-
ported in the literature (Fig. 1 in addition to Fig. S1–S3 and
Table S1 in the ESI†).6–9,16,17,21 Within each 2D sheet, the
Fig. 1 Representation of the as-synthesised crystal structure of csiMOF-6
Hydrogen atoms are omitted for clarity.

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
coordination of the carboxylate groups from TDC co-ligands
guide the assembly of CdII nodes into dinuclear clusters, tem-
plating the cofacial arrangement of DPNDI ligands. The NDI
cores within each DPNDI cofacial dimer exhibit positional
disorder, which was rened with a two component system
(Fig. S1c†). This disorder results in a variable stacking
interaction-with a minimal cofacial distance of 3.3 Å and
a maximum distance of 3.5 Å�suggesting that there is localised
exibility at the NDI cores in csiMOF-6 to facilitate improved
cofacial interactions.

In its neutral state, csiMOF-6 displays a long-lived response
to visible light photoexcitation using a 100 W Hg arc lamp with
UV cut off lter (all irradiation in experiments were conducted
with this light source). The UV-Vis-NIR spectrum of light irra-
diated csiMOF-6 (Fig. S14†) includes a near-infrared (NIR) band
at 6500 cm�1 which is assigned to IVCT within cofacial DPNDI
pairs, while the bands in the visible region correspond to those
for the NDI radical monoanion state. The presence of bands
correlated to the NDI radical suggests the occurrence of CT
interactions between TDC co-ligand donors and photoexcited
NDI acceptors in csiMOF-6, forming radical species at the NDI
core (Scheme 1).17 This photogenerated radical induces amixed-
valence state at the NDI cofacial unit, explaining the NIR IVCT
band. An organic radical signal at g ¼ 2.0030 was observed in
the EPR spectrum upon in situ light irradiation of csiMOF-6,
supporting the formation of NDI radical species (Fig. S15†).
Post irradiation decay experiments were also conducted
(Fig. S16†), whereupon the organic radical signal was observed
to halve in intensity aer 3 h. The stability of the
showing (a) the overall structure, and (b) the cofacial dimers of DPNDI.

Chem. Sci., 2021, 12, 3608–3614 | 3609



Scheme 1 Photoexcitation of as-synthesised csiMOF-6 (left) results in stable NDI radical monoanion generation (right) through internal CT from
the TDC donors (blue) to the cofacial DPNDI acceptors (red). Green arrow indicates photoexcitation and purple arrow indicates CT.
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photogenerated radical may be correlated with disorder at the
NDI cores (Fig. 1b), which improves cofacial stacking interac-
tions leading to enhanced IVCT interactions in the photo-
generated NDI radical species. It is very interesting to note that
in the NDI dimer reported byWasielewski and Stoddart,22 which
featured cofacially stacked NDI units (at a distance of 3.5 Å)
separated by 1,2-cyclohexanediamine units, denoted 2NDI,
uorescence spectroscopy revealed a signicantly enhanced
lifetime for the photoexcited electron compared with a single
NDI unit. The observation was attributed to the sharing of the
photoexcited electron between the NDI units in the cofacial
system. The authors electrochemically and chemically gener-
ated a mixed-valence species 2NDI which conrmed that the
electron was delocalised between the two NDI units.

The ability of csiMOF-6 to accommodate radical and excited
state species was further probed by intercalation with the elec-
tron rich guest N,N0-dimethylaniline (DMA). Previous studies
have demonstrated the formation of a partial CT interaction
between DMA and the NDI core.16 Single crystals of csiMOF-6
were soaked in DMA for 24 h, resulting in a colour change to
black. Successful incorporation of DMA into the pores of
csiMOF-6 was conrmed by 1H NMR of TFA-d digested samples
(Fig. S8†) that revealed ca. 50% incorporation of DMA per
DPNDI ligand (i.e., one DMAmolecule per cofacial DPNDI unit).
Both the UV-Vis-NIR and EPR spectra of in situDMA intercalated
csiMOF-6 (Fig. S17 and S18†) demonstrated the formation of
a partial CT species between the NDI core and DMA guest in
accordance with previous studies.16 The generation of radical
species at the NDI cores resulting from partial CT with DMA
also invoked a mixed-valence IVCT interaction within DPNDI
cofacial dimers, as characterised by a NIR band at 6500 cm�1

observed in the UV-Vis-NIR spectrum of csiMOF-6 with DMA
(Fig. S17†). Interestingly, an IVCT band centred at 5714 cm�1

(1750 nm) was also detected in the singly reduced cofacial NDI
dimer [2NDI]c� reported by Wasielewski and Stoddart, and was
attributed to moderately strong electronic delocalisation
between the NDI units.22

The crystal structure of csiMOF-6 incorporating DMA was
solved and rened in the orthorhombic space group Pbam, as
for the as-synthesised sample. A change in unit cell parameters
to a ¼ 12.9936(1), b ¼ 19.8725(1), c ¼ 20.0366(3) Å was found,
corresponding to an increased cell volume of 5173.76(9) Å3,
compared with 5141.03(19) Å3 for the as-synthesised framework
3610 | Chem. Sci., 2021, 12, 3608–3614
(Table S2†) at the same temperature. The structure of the DMA
guest exchanged csiMOF-6 closely resembles that of the as-
synthesised form, except for the structure at the NDI cores
where more signicant disorder was encountered (Fig. S1d†).
The NDI disorder was best represented using two partially
occupied NDI units (50/50 occupancy), which in contrast to the
as-synthesised structure, were optimised to exhibit a more
substantial rotational and translational separation (Fig. S1d
and S1e†). The disorder at the NDI cores resulted in a minimal
cofacial stacking distance of 3.3 Å and a maximal cofacial
stacking distance of 3.5 Å (Fig. S1e†). The correlations between
the NDI radical state, access to reduced cofacial stacking
distances (intensied cofacial interactions) and occurrence of
IVCT, collectively infers exibility at the NDI core in csiMOF-6 to
stabilise radical (and excited) states by enhanced mixed-valence
IVCT interactions.

The non-irradiated electrochemical behaviour of csiMOF-6
in 0.1 M [n-Bu4N]PF6/MeCN was indicative of DPNDI ligand-
based processes, which suggested good electron communica-
tion within the cofacial ligand pairs (Fig. 2a and S19–S22†).
Upon scanning to a cathodic potential of �2.4 V vs. Fc/Fc+, two
quasi-reversible processes were observed in the cyclic voltam-
mogram (CV) at�0.8 and�1.4 V vs. Fc/Fc+. These two processes
were attributed to accessing the radical monoanion state of one,
followed by both NDI cores within each DPNDI cofacial pair.
The irreversible process beyond �1.6 V vs. Fc/Fc+ was attributed
to the generation of the dianion species of DPNDI. The
assignments of the rst two reduction processes were
conrmed using solid state UV-Vis-NIR and EPR SEC (Fig. 2b
and c) in 0.1 M [n-Bu4N]PF6/MeCN. A NIR band at 8000 cm�1

was observed at an applied potential of �1.3 V vs. Fc/Fc+ and
was attributed to a mixed-valence IVCT interaction (Fig. S23†).
By holding the applied potential at this point whilst irradiating
the sample with broad band white light (with UV cut-off lter),
new blue-shied bands formed at 16 500, 18 000 and
21 500 cm�1, along with an intensication of the NIR IVCT
band at 8000 cm�1 and a reduction in the NDI radical mono-
anion band at 17 000 cm�1 (Fig. 2b). The appearance of blue-
shied visible region bands upon csiMOF-6 irradiation signify
photoexcitation of the NDI radical monoanion to an electronic
conguration at a higher energy level than the NDI LUMO. The
stabilisation of this photoexcited radical state by increased
IVCT interactions between cofacial DPNDI units explains the
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 2 Electrochemical, spectroelectrochemical and photo-
electrochemical properties of csiMOF-6 probed by (a) CV, (b) solid
state UV-Vis-NIR SEC, and (c) solid state EPR SEC at �1.3 V vs. Fc/Fc+.
Spectral colours: black ¼ starting spectrum; grey ¼ spectral progres-
sion showing electrochemical generation of the radical monoanion;
red ¼ maximum of the spectral reduction; and green ¼ photoexcited
radical generated upon in situ light irradiation in the UV-Vis-NIR SEC
cell. Arrows indicate sweep direction or spectral changes.

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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intensication of the NIR band upon irradiation. Application of
the same potential in the (non-irradiated) EPR SEC experiment
resulted in the appearance of an organic signal at g ¼ 2.0025,
attributed to the NDI radical monoanion (Fig. 2c). Remarkably,
returning the applied potential to �0.1 V vs. Fc/Fc+ resulted in
the slow decay of the radical (Fig. S24†), with the intensity of the
signal halving only aer 1 day, demonstrating the stability of
the radical species generated in csiMOF-6.

To further characterise the photoexcited radical state of the
DPNDI cofacial unit, DFT calculations were performed using (F–
Li–DPNDI–Li�F)2

�1 (denoted dimer(�1) in Fig. S25 and S26†)
as amodel system.We note that our computational model bears
resemblance to the cofacial NDI dimer system reported experi-
mentally by Wasielewski and Stoddart.22 The calculations,
which reproduce key experimental observations, supported the
stabilising inuence of the cofacial dimer DPNDI structure
within the MOF on the lifetime of the photoexcited radical state,
and alluded to the photoelectrochemical reduction capabilities
of csiMOF-6 (vide infra). TD-DFT calculations indicate that some
of the bands in the 15 000–30 000 cm�1 range are associated
with originating orbitals located on NDI and target orbitals with
considerable contributions from the pyridyl (Py) moieties of the
DPNDI ligands. Irradiation in this range would thus lead to
charge transfer from the NDI core to the terminal Py units.
Indeed, for the band at 21 943 cm�1 (Fig. S25,† experimentally
at 21 500 cm�1 in Fig. 2b) that corresponds to a predominantly
NDI-to-Py transition, there is such a charge transfer of 0.45
electrons when we compare the excited state density to the
ground-state density. This photoexcitation induced NDI-to-Py
CT in csiMOF-6 precedents its applicability as a photocathode
for the photoelectrochemical reduction of catalytic systems.

To understand the potency of the photoexcited csiMOF-6
radical state as a reductant, the energetic consequences of the
NDI-to-Py CT transitions within the material were calculated
using DFT calculations. Considering the pairs NDI�1 + Py–Li–F
and NDI + (Py–Li–F)�1 as representations for, respectively, the
reduced ground-state mixed-valence MOF and its photoexcited
charge-transfer form, this simple model suggests that a full
charge transfer from the reduced NDI core to a Py unit would
increase its potency as a reductant by 200 kJ mol�1 (i.e., +180 to
�20 kJ mol�1, corresponding to �2.1 V, and �1.7 V for the
dimer pairs, respectively). We can see a stabilisation of the
radical monoanion through charge delocalisation between two
units, as indicated by the Electron Affinity (EA) of the dimers
being more positive than the corresponding monomers (Table
1). Notably, dimerisation stabilises (Py–Li–F)�1 to a greater
extent (DEA ¼ +83 kJ mol�1) than it does NDI�1 (+46 kJ mol�1).
This framework effect contributes to stabilising the NDI-to-Py
Table 1 DFT Electron Affinities (kJ mol�1) for models representing the
redox components of csiMOF-6

Py–Li–F NDI F–Li–DPNI–Li–F

Monomer �20 +180 +310
Dimer +63 +226 +411
DEA +83 +46 +101

Chem. Sci., 2021, 12, 3608–3614 | 3611



Scheme 2 Schematic showing the photocathode role of csiMOF-6 in our CO2 photoelectrochemical reduction system employing a rhenium
electrocatalyst. Green arrow indicates photoexcitation, purple arrow indicates CT and black arrow signifies CO2 reduction to CO.
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CT state to the extent that it can be observed in stable state
experiments. Fine tuning of these component quantities could
enhance the reduction potency of the material or further
improve the excited-state lifetime.

In order to verify the photocathode applicability of csiMOF-6,
a photoelectrochemical CO2 reduction system was devised,
employing csiMOF-6 as a radical state photosensitiser for the
Fig. 3 CO2 photoelectroreduction performed with csiMOF-6 in 0.1 M
[n-Bu4N]PF6/MeCN with [Re(bipy-tBu)(CO)3Cl] electrocatalyst,
demonstrated using (a) CV, and (b) EPR SEC with CO2 saturated
electrolyte (inset: under Ar in the absence of CO2). Arrows indicate
sweep direction or spectral changes.

3612 | Chem. Sci., 2021, 12, 3608–3614
discrete CO2 reduction electrocatalyst [Re(bipy-tBu)(CO)3Cl]
(Scheme 2). In this system, the stable csiMOF-6 photoexcited
radical state was used to reduce [Re(bipy-tBu)(CO)3Cl] to its
catalytically active state via outer-sphere electron transfer.
[Re(bipy-tBu)(CO)3Cl] was selected due to its high efficiency for
the selective reduction of CO2 to CO; however, this electro-
catalyst exhibits high overpotential demands such that no CO2

electrocatalysis is observed at potentials more anodic than
�1.7 V vs. Fc/Fc+ in 0.1 M [n-Bu4N]PF6/MeCN (Fig. S31† shows
peak performance at�2.3 V vs. Fc/Fc+). We envisaged that using
csiMOF-6 as a heterogeneous radical state photosensitiser
(photocathode) may signicantly reduce the overpotential
requirements for CO2 photoelectrochemical reduction (to that
corresponding to generation of the NDI radical monoanion).

Electrochemical studies in 0.1 M [n-Bu4N]PF6/MeCN elec-
trolyte under 100 W Hg arc lamp irradiation with a UV cut off
lter were conducted on the photoelectrochemical reduction
system using csiMOF-6 grown onto glassy carbon (GlCa) as the
photocathode (Fig. 3a and S27–S30†). CV studies of csiMOF-6
up to a cathodic potential of �1.6 V vs. Fc/Fc+ at 20 mV s�1 in
an Ar atmosphere resulted in current enhancement at�1.2 V vs.
Fc/Fc+ upon addition of [Re(bipy-tBu)(CO)3Cl] into the electro-
lyte. This was attributed to photoelectrochemical reduction of
[Re(bipy-tBu)(CO)3Cl] to give the active ve coordinate species,
[Re(bipy-tBu)c�(CO)3].19 Upon CO2 saturation of the electrolyte,
further current enhancement around �1.2 V vs. Fc/Fc+ was
observed and was attributed to CO2 reduction by the photo-
electrochemically reduced [Re(bipy-tBu)c�(CO)3] species
(Fig. S27 and S28†). The absence of light led to minimal current
enhancements, attributed to diminished [Re(bipy-tBu)(CO)3Cl]
and subsequent CO2 reduction by csiMOF-6.

CO2 reduction with our system was further investigated with
EPR SEC. Previous solution state EPR SEC studies on the CO2

reduction electrocatalyst [Re(bipy)(CO)3Cl] by Scheiring et al.
revealed hyperne coupling features attributed to 185,187Re upon
reduction to [Re(bipy)c�(CO)3].23 For [Re(bipy-tBu)(CO)3Cl], we
also demonstrated similar EPR SEC behaviour at potentials
more cathodic than �1.7 V vs. Fc/Fc+ (Fig. S32†). Furthermore,
all reduced six coordinate catalytically inactive species (i.e., pre
chloride dissociation or degraded dimer species) were not
observed to exhibit hyperne coupling features. With this
distinction in the EPR SEC behaviour established, solid state
EPR SEC was conducted with the csiMOF-6 photocathode, using
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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[Re(bipy-tBu)(CO)3Cl] doped 0.1 M [n-Bu4N]PF6/MeCN electro-
lyte and 100 W Hg arc lamp irradiation with a UV cut off lter
(Fig. 3b). Under a saturated CO2 environment, the system dis-
played hyperne coupling features upon the application of
a cathodic potential of�1.3 V vs. Fc/Fc+ to access the NDI radical
monoanion (g ¼ 2.0039), signalling the occurrence of CO2

photoelectrochemical reduction. Purging the solution with Ar to
remove CO2 at this potential resulted in a broadening of the
hyperne coupling (Fig. S33 and S34†). This observation was
attributed to the gradual catalyst degradation as seen in the
homogeneous state. Blank irradiation EPR SEC experiments
either with [Re(bipy-tBu)(CO)3Cl] in the electrolyte but under Ar,
or without [Re(bipy-tBu)(CO)3Cl] and under CO2, did not result
in hyperne coupling at �1.3 V vs. Fc/Fc+ (Fig. 3b inset, S35 and
S36†). These results affirm the success of our csiMOF-6 photo-
cathode system in enabling CO2 photoelectrochemical reduc-
tion at smaller overpotentials than those required for the
electrocatalytic reduction of CO2 by [Re(bipy-tBu)(CO)3Cl].

To quantify the amount of evolved CO from our csiMOF-6
system, 100 W Hg arc lamp (with UV cut off lter) irradiated
controlled potential electrolysis (CPE) studies were conducted
whilst holding the potential at �1.3 V vs. Fc/Fc+ with a gas tight
three electrode electrochemical cell (csiMOF-6 grown on GlCa
photocathode) using an electrolyte solution of 0.1 M [n-Bu4N]
PF6/MeCN with 0.7 mM [Re(bipy-tBu)(CO)3Cl]. Product analysis
using GC-MS revealed the generation of 0.03 mmol CO over 2 h,
corresponding to 78% faradaic efficiency and a turnover
number (TON) of 7 (Fig. S37†). Blank irradiated measurements
with bare GlCa and [Re(bipy-tBu)(CO)3Cl] under CO2 (Fig. S38†)
as well as csiMOF-6 on GlCa under CO2 without Re catalyst, did
not result in CO generation (Fig. S39†). Upon completion of CPE
and EPR SEC experiments, powder X-ray diffraction analysis of
the used csiMOF-6 samples conrmed the retention of crystal-
linity (Fig. S11†). ICP-MS analysis of the electrolyte post CPE
showed an insignicant amount of CdII ions (0.8 ppm), con-
rming that framework decomposition had not occurred.

Conclusion

In conclusion, we have presented the new framework csiMOF-6
featuring cofacially stacked dimers of the photo- and redox-
active DPNDI ligand. This material displayed an excellent
capability to stabilise both radical and photoexcited radical
states through mixed-valence IVCT interactions within cofacial
NDI units. The persistence of the photoexcited NDI-to-Py radical
state in csiMOF-6 served as a key prerequisite for its application
as a radical state photosensitiser (i.e. photocathode). The
applicability of csiMOF-6 as a photocathode was veried upon
its incorporation into a photoelectrochemical CO2 reduction
system involving the [Re(bipy-tBu)(CO)3Cl] electrocatalyst.
Photoexcitation of the csiMOF-6 photocathode in its radical
monoanion state at�1.3 V vs. Fc/Fc+ by broad band visible light
promoted its successful photoelectrochemical reduction of the
Re electrocatalytic complex to the CO2 reduction active state.
Correspondingly, CO2 reduction to CO was observed to occur
with our system, with 78% faradaic efficiency and a TON of 7, at
lower reduction potentials than that required by the molecular
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
catalyst itself. This study paves the way for the future growth of
the application of cofacial MOFs as photocathodes. Ongoing
research in our group is working towards understanding the
mechanistic details of catalysis within these systems, devel-
oping strategies to achieve the tuning of photoactive MOF
energy levels and exploring the heterogenization of already
established catalytic systems.
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